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First we shall deal with an arbitrary solution x(t) of a secondorder linear inhomogeneous equation

( )
where the primes denote differentiations with respect to the independent variable t and p(t), q(t) and f(t) are assumed real-valued, continuous on the interval I: ct< o, c being a constant. We shall
establish some boundedness theorems by a direct and simple method
(cf. [1). Subsequently we shall proceed to the consideration of a
linear inhomogeneous system and prove an important estimate concerning the solutions of the system. The boundedness theorems for
an n-th order linear inhomogeneous equation
x(n)- pl(t)x (n- )+... + Pn(t)x =f(t)
(2
where p(t),..., p(t) and f(t) are all assumed real-valued, continuous
on L will then be derived as an immediate consequence of the estimate
mentioned above.
THEOREM 1. If there exists a continuous positive function 2(t)
on I such that
2p(t) + ’(t)/2(t) dt <
(3)

fi[

of the eqatio (1) i boged o L Bt if
2(t)i(t)+i’(t)O o I, the evef otio of the eqtio (1)i
boged o I oviged that the eogitio () d (g) fe flfilled.
Pot he roof of heorem 1, we need he following lemma (el.
the evef oltio

Lemma. If (t), (t)O, if e is a ositive constant, and if
u(t)c+ uvdt
then

u(t) c exp

(f v dt ).
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Proof of THEOREM 1. We introduce the function
6
E() = + () + ’()/()
defined on /. The expression (6) may be regarded as an extension of
"conjugate energy" x(t) +x’(t)/q(t) associated with any solution x(t)
of the equation x"+q(t)x=O (cf. [33). Clearly, E(t)>0 on I and its
first derivative becomes
(7)
E’(t)-- --(2p + 2’)x’/ + 2xx’(1--q/) + 2x’f/
by virtue of the equation (1). Then we have
E’(t) [2p+2’/2[x’/2 +2 xx’ ]] 1--q/ +2Ix’ [] f !

- -

( 2p+;’/; +;- ;-q +;--

and integrating both sides between c and t, we obtain

E(t) E(c) +

ft([2p + ’/

+

[2

q+

Ifl)E(t)dt.

Hence an application of the lemma cited above yields
x(t)< E(t)E(c) exp
Consequently he estimate (8) and he conditions (8), (), (g) lead a
onee o the conclusion ha every solution (t) of he equation (1)
of heorem 1 is
mus be bounded on L he roof of he firs
hus eomgleed. o rove he second art, i suees o noiee
he relation (7) gies us he inequality

ar

E (t)=2lxx’ [I 1--q/l

+2Ix’ ll f

under the assumption 2p+’0 on I.
Now, putting (t)a>O, a being a constant, or (t)q(t), we
obtain the following boundedness theorems for the equation (1) as
special eases of Theorem 1.
Tnoa 2. If there exists a positive constant a such that

(9)

a-q(t) dt<

and furthermore, if the conditions
p(t) dt<
(o)

()

f
fIf(t) ldt <

are satisfied, then every solution of the equation (1) is bounded on I.
But if p(t)O on L then every solution of the equation (1) is bounded
on I provided that the conditions (9) and (11) are fulfilled.
THEOE 8. If q(t)>0 on I and if the conditions
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f(t) dt<

are satisfied, then every solution of the equation (1) is bounded on L
But if q(t)>O, 2p(t)q(t)+q’(t)O on I, then every solution of the equation (1) is bounded on I provided that the condition (13) is fulfilled.
Moreover, the following boundedness theorems concerning an
equation of the type

(k(t)x’)’ + g(t)x= f(t)

(14)

can be derived as special cases of Theorems 1 and 3.
THEORE 4. Let both k(t) and g(t) be continuous functions and
k(t)O on L If there exists a positive constant a such that

d ftheoe, if the eodtio (11) i atified, the evef
tio of the eqtio (1) i bogeg o L I aftielf, if (t)@O
on I and if the conditions

f
ee tCse, te

o

o L

ee oto of te eo ()

boe o L

e eoo

(17)

(kg)’ /kg dr<

(18)

(k)- Ill gt<

oltio of the eqatio (1)
L Bt if ()’0 o I, the eve oltio of the eqatio (14)
bogeg o I ovigeg that the eogitio (18) i flfilleg.
he second
of heorem g eoneerning he inhomogeneous
equation (1)is a generalization of a heorem due
and Leighton [g, which sgaes gha every solution of a self-adjoin
differential equation
ae atified, the

evefg

ar

is bounded on I, if (t), (t)>O and if k(t)(t) is nondeereasing on I.
On he oher hand, i is easy to verify ha he eondiion (17)is
eergainly satisfied when (t)(t) is noninereasing on I and has a osiive lower bound, in whieh ease the condition (18) may be relaeed
by he condition (11).
We shall now roose to consider a linear inhomogeneous system
(0)
(t)=i(t)()+(t) i--1,
where f(), i,
are all assumed
and (t), i- 1, 2,
1, 2,

-

,

...,

...,

.,
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real-valued, continuous on the interval I: ct< oo, c being a constant.
we introduce the function

Here
(21)

E(t)- 1 + i=l x(t)/2(t)
defined on L where all 2(t) are continuous positive functions on
hen we can find an estimate for E(t) in he following manner.
THEOREM 6. It holds on I:
(22)

+2

._

]f,--; dt+

Proof of THEOREM 6.

2x, x$,;
E’(t) 2
i=l

2

x2,,;

-

g=l

,_

/.

g, [dr

i=i

i=l k=l
1,

/=i

i<k

1,

i=1

and integrating both sides botween e and t, we obtain
-1

Henee an application of the lemma cited above yields the estimate (22).
One notes incidentally that the following boundedness theorem
concerning the solutions of the system (20) will be derived as a conn.
sequence of the estimate (22) applied to the case: ,=__1, i-1, 2,
THEOREM 7. All solutions x(t), i=1, 2,..., n, of the linear inhomogeneous system (20) are bounded on I provided that the conditions

...,

f, +f, }dt < oo,
are

g, dt < oo, i, k-- 1, 2,..., n

fulfilled.
Furthermore, the n-th order linear inhomogeneous equation (2):
x ()+p(t)x -)+... +Pn(t)x=f(t)
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may be converted into a system of the type (20)by means of the

substitutions

Xt

8 Xtt
n (nand so it is not difficult to verify that the estimate
equation (2) becomes

1

2

1)

(22) for the

(-Vf
where

E(t)-- 1+ il {x (-’(t)}/(t).
Now, corresponding to particular forms of 2(t), several boundedtheorems for the equation (2) will be derived as corollaries of
n,
the estimate (23). For instance, setting 2(t)--t ---/, i--1, 2,

hess

...,

we obtain the following theorem.
THEORE 8. If the conditions

(t) dt < oo,

t---t p(t) dt<

-

,

f’t

k- 3, 4,

p(t)--

..., n

)

n--2 t- dt<

,

f(t) dt< o

satisfied for some positive constant c, then the order relations
n--l, n2,
x(’)(t)-O(t -) for t-->c, m--O, 1, 2,
hold for every solution x(t) of the equation (2).

are

...,
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